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1763 James Watt developedthe steam engine, in1767 James Hargreaves constructed the
spinning jenny and in 1768 Richard Arkwright introduced the spinning frame (Devms 1997:
page 680, see bibliography below). Machines triggered a transformation of all economic and

social structures that proved more radical than was ever believed possible and it was only natr,ral
that musicians too showed a keen interest in various mechanical devices. The Viennese mechanic
Johann Nepomuk Maelzel (1772-1838), for instance, invented a Panharmonikon, for which

Beethoven composed Wellingtons Sieg oder Die Schlacht bei Vittoria Op.91in 1813 (ANoN.
1813a). But whereas such attempts to replace human per{ormers with machines were shortlived,
another mechanical device invented at about the same time and associated with the name of
Maelzel has exerted a profound impact on performances to the present day - the metronome. The
success of the mechanical metronome stemmed from the fact that its invention coincided with
the advent of the modern aesthetics of mwical interpretation, which subordinated the
performance to the composition, left fewer and fewer aspects of the composition to the discretion
of the player, singer or conductor, and led composers to search for new methods and tools to
speci$ their intentions as clearly and precisely as possible.
As the present author has demonstrated elsewhere, Louis Spohr played a crucial tole in the
development of the novel, composition-orientated aesthetics of performance (WulrHonst
l998la-b and 1999). Thus it is not surprising that he also belonged among the first prominent
musicians to recognise the value of the meffonome for composers and performers, and to apply
metronome markings to many of his published works. Yet because most of the research on the
early nineteenth-century use of the metronome has focused on Beethoven, the contribution of
Spohr, whom many contemporaries placed on a par with him, has not yet been sufficiently
studied. The present article is intended to shed some light on this issue.
Not only Beethoven but also Maelzel has received an inordinate amount of attention in the
literature on the metronome. Yet there were earlier attempts at musical tempo-measuring
machines, most of which, however, received liule or no attention (AucHecrN 1997: 230'31).
Furthermore, contrary to common belief, Maelzel's role in the history of the metronome was
much more that of a sales agent than of an inventor, Two years after introducing his flrst model
of a chronometer, equipped with a little hammer (ANoN l8l3c-d), he saw and immediately
adopted the more sophisticated metronome mechanism constucted by Diederick Nicolaus
Winkel in Amsterdam. Winkel's machine resembled the modern mechanical metronome,
consisting of a compound pendulum with an adjustable weight, moved by clockwork
(AuouecrN 1997:231). Maelzel even received a patent for the invention, which was, however,
partially revoked after a lawsuit and then limited to his scale (Onrl 1960: 1456). Yet no matter
who deserves credit for the invention, the true rivalry in the early nineteenth-century history of
the metronome was less between Winkel and Maelzel than between their type of mechanical
metronome and amuch simpler device propagated at the same time by the music theorist Jacob

Gottfried Weber (1779-1839), whose contribution deserves closer scrutiny in the present context.
Weber too was led by the desire to provide a commonly acceptable time-measrning device
which could serve, in his words, "as a translator between composer and performer l...dazu
bestimmt, den Dollmetscher zu machen zwischen dem Componisten und dem, der seine
Composition aufi)hrtf" (Weaen 1813:444). Weber's device - for which the term chronometer
has been chosen here over other contemporary tenns such as Toktmesser, Zeitmesser or
Metronom, in order to avoid confusion with Maelzel's machine * was meant to be used in the
following manner:
...it should only serve as a measuring tool that the composer uses to indicate precisely to the
performer or, in music for larger forces, to the conductor the tempo in which he intends his work to
be performed. The conductor should apply this tool alone at home in order to become acquainted
with the composer's intentions. After memorising the tempo he should go to the rehearsal while
leaving the chronometer at home. Thus he can conduct according to the composeros intentions which
have been revealed and become familiar to him in this manner. - The chronometer is useful and
obviously invaluable only as a means of communication between composer and performer!
l...er sey blos der Maastab, dessen der Componist sich bedient, um dem Spieler, oder, fi)r
vollstimmige Musiken, dem Dirigenten, genau bezeichnet zu ktinnen, in welchem Tempo er sein
llrerk aufgefi)hrt haben will. Diesen Maastab lege der Musikdirector flir sich allein zrHause on,
mache da sich die Willensmeynung des Componisten bekannt, prdge sich die Bewegung ins
Gedcichtnis, und gehe dann in die Probe, lasse sein Chronometer zu Hause, und dirigire nach der
ihm auf diese Art bekannt und geldufig gewordnen Intention des Componisten. - Blos als
Verstcindgungs-Mittel zwischen dem Componisten und dem Ausfcihrer; blos dafilr hat der
Chronometer Brauchbarkeit, unverkennbarn, unbezahlbaren Werthll (Wenrn l8l3:444,cf. Fig.l)
The objections Weber raised against mechanical metronomes were similar to those raised against
virtually any machine at the dawn of the industrial age: he questioned the reliability and precision
of the metronome, expressing a general scepticism towards machines, and criticised the fact that
its high price divided musicians into those who could afford it and those who could not (WEBER
1813:445, cf, Fig.1, and WEBER 1817a). His arguments were certainly valid during an age whe.n
manufacturing was far from perfect and when most musicians may not even have owned a watch
good enough to check the precision of Maelzel's metronome. The device Weber recommended
as "the simplest and most reliable chronometer" (WenER 1817a) was based on the pendulum
principle too but consisted of a simple, hand-held string pendulum, attached to a weight and
divided into even segments by knots: "...a lead ball, fastened to a thread on which inches are
marked off by means of knots and points and which one lets swing back and forth" (WEaen
1813:446,cf Fig.l on Page 4).
The roots of Weber's device went all the way back to Galileo Galilei's pendulum experiments
of c1583 and to the discovery of the corresponding basic law by the Dutch mathematician
Christian Huygens in about 1656 (ENcvcLopEDIA ArczuceNA 1 965). As Huygens demonstrated,
the period (T), that is, the time in seconds for a complete oscillation of a pendulum, is
proportional to the square root of its length in metres (l), divided by the square root of the local
acceleration of gravity (g):

T=Ztr
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Fig. I ln his first article on the metronome - written in the form of a dialogue beh/veen composer
ahi conductor, in the tradition of ancient philosophical and musical treatises - Jacob Gottfried
Weber praised the advantages of his chronomeferand described its use (Weaen tn AMZXVIZT
Uuly 71, cols.441-47.

Assuming that g equals 9.81 m/s in Europe, one may calculate the number of beats per minute
of a chronometer (n) as follows:
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The string pendulum was recommended first by Marin Mersenne in1636-37, later by Etienne
Louli6 in 1696 (illustration in GorerI"s 1960:234), and finally by Weber (AuHecrN 1997:230).
It had three advantages: it was universally available, as it could be produced easily and
inexpensively by any musician; it was convenient for, rolled up, it fitted into one's pocket; and
it was reliable and standardised because, neglecting differences in the acceleration of gravity in
different geographic regions, a string pendulum of a given length indicates the same tempo at any
time and anywhere. ln short, Weber, who was working as ajudge at the time and, unlike Maelzel,
was not led by any financial interest, intended to popularise a'metronome for the masses.' All
a musician needed in order to use his chronometer was the reference to a generally accepted unit
of measurement. For Weber this was at first the Parisian inch (Wensn l8l3: 446,cf. Fig.l) and
later the Rhenish inch (Rheinischer Zoll), corresponding to 0.02615 metres (Krmieu.v t928:
86; LeNcr 1976: 154) - a choice which has generated the misleading term "Rhein system" used
sometimes in anglophone literature for his method. In his pamphlet Uber chronometrische
Tempobezeichnung (1817a) Weber juxtaposed pendulum measurements in Rhenish inches and
centimetes to the corresponding numbers on Maelzel's metonome (reproduced in Leirrce 1968:
231), and urged composers to include appropriate measuring scales in all their published works.
Therefore any musician could use a pendulum to convert tempos according to Maelzel's numbers
and obtain thus what Weber promised in the title of another publication: "Maelzel's metronome,
available for free anywhere lMeilzels Metronome, ilberall umsonst zu habenf" (WEeen 1817b,
cf. 1 8 I 7c). Table I below offers a comparative chart of pendulum lenglhs and Maelzel numbers,
similar to Weber's but compiled on the basis of exact mathematical calculations and of
metronome markings in published works by Spohr. The chart is intended to aid modem-day
musicians prtzzled by early nineteenth-century tempo indications such as Rh.22" or I5" Rhein.

Table I
Comparative Chart of Metronome Markings
According to Maetzel and Weber
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59.?
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65.4
67.5

27
26

0106
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',12,6

correspondingnumber
of beats per minute,
as given by Spohr
in his published worl<s
(cf. Table II)
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63
66
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(WoO 5218,52115)
(OP.5a)

(OP.as)

(op.s8)
(OP.aS)
(OP.52, 53)
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(WoO 52/1,52/13)
(Op.sa)
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2t
20
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0.4M

'18.9
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88 (Op.45, Op.58)
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92 (Op.43, WoO 5216)
96 (Op.42,45, 58, WoQ 52/9,52112)
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e
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0.1 56
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104 (Op.45,52,53)
108 (Op.58, WoO 5212

0.183

4

100 (op.58)
100 (Op.45, WoO 52114)
104 (Op.42,58) [Contrary to the published score,
the metronome number nOp.42 must referto the

30
0.105
0.078
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l6 (Op.45, 54)
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The simplicity of Weber's device appealed to.many musicians. In a letter to Weber of
o'a
solution of striking simplicity ldas Ei des
February 14th, 1815, Meyerbeer called it
Columbusl" and Beethoven sent Weber's article of June 19th, 1817 (WenEn 1817c) to Nikolaus
von Zmeskall with the comment:
Read this article about chronometic tempo indication.

-

To me this seems to be the best invention

of its kind.
lLesen Sie dieses ilber die chronometrische Tempobezeichnung. - Mir scheint es nochj das beste
hierr;ber erfundene.)(Quoted after Rtrsx 1985: 13, cf. Ttravpn
Nevertheless, Weber's chronomete,, was soon superseded by Maelzel's increasirtgly more reliable
metronomes: it was too imprecise for fast tempos and too cumbersome for slow tempos, as it
required a string length of over three feet for tempos slower than 60 M.M. Furthermore, what
Wiber presented as an advantage of his device over Maelzel's machine - the fact that it produced
visual signals but no distracting sounds (Wennn l8l3 442-43) - was perceived more often as
a deficiency, especially when the chronometer was set to fast tempos or used for practising. With
the advent of modern electronic metronomes, which have united both manners of tempo
indication, acoustic and visual, it is not surprising that a recent attgmpt to revive the chronometer

1908)

has apparently not caught on (Lnxcn 1976).
456n avid reader of and frequent contributor to the Leipzig journal Allgemeine musikslische

Zeitung, Spohr certainly must have read the short anonymous notice about the benefits of a
Taktmissei in the issueof May 5th, 1813, as well as Weber's article of July 7th, 1813, which
described the advantages of the c/l ronometer - an article he himself cited in a note inserted in the
tenor part of Op.44 IANoN 1813b, WrsrR 1813, Fig. I, Sporn 1818). A few months later an
*ony*our uriho. of an AlufZ article described at length the construction of Maelzel's first

metronome and mentioned that Salieri had provided metronome markings for Haydn's Creation
and that several other composers, including Beethoven, endorsed it (ANoN 1813d). Less than a

year later an anonymous critic made an important comment in a review of J.G. Weber's Ie
Deum:
It needs to be noted that the composer indicated the tempo on the basis of a chronometer, according
to the simplest method, which can be understood by anyone and which has been proposed by the
composer in this Journal, in issue No.27 of 1813 [Wreen 1813]. As far as the present reviewer
knows, this is the first composition in which this highly valuable method has been used.
lNoch ist zu bemerken, dass der Verf, Die Tempi nach der einfachsten, jedem verstdndlichen, von
ihm in No.27 dieser Zeitung vom Jahre l8l vorgeschlagenen Weise, chronometrisch angegeben
hat. Es ist dies, so viel Rec. Weiss, das erste Werk, wo von jener ilberaus schcitzbaren Methode
Gebrauch gemacht isr.l (ANoN 1814: 680)
Spohr, who worked in Vienna as concerlmaster at the Theater an der Wien from 1 81 3 to 1 81 5,
must have seen not only various notices published by Weber and others in AMZ during these

j

years but also the articles about the metronome in various Viennese newspapers (e.9., AttON
1813c, WesrR 1814a-b, cf. RreHN 1985). Furthermore, during this time he came into contact
with several musicians who supported the idea of inserting metronome markings in published
scores, including Adalbert Gyrowetz, Joseph Weigl, Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Antonio Salieri
and Beethoven (ANoN 1813c-d, Rtprw 1985: 73). Spohr may even have been among the twohundred composers to whom Maelzel presented one of his metronomes.
But most likely the decisive impulse for Spohr to follow Weber's example and use metonome
markings in his compositions came during a visit to the latter's home in Mainz in January I 816
* a visit that Weber commemorated by writing a canon by Carl Maria von Weber into Spohr's
album (G0rrnr 1981: 498). Spohr's firstpublished composition carrying metronome markings,
the Potpourri Op.a2 fig. II, below), was first advertised in D'ecember 1817 in Journal filr
Literatur, Kunst, Ltnus und Mode (GOrrnr 1981: 76). Thus it may have preceded the first
published metronome markings of Beethoven, who is often credited with having been "the first
important composer to use Maelzel's metronome" (RlcuaRosoN 1980: 223): alist ofmetronome
markings for Beethoven's symphonies Nos. l-8 appeared in the AMZ of December l7th,l8l7
(BreruovrN 1817), and his first published score with metronome markings, the Piano Sonata
Op.106, came out in 1819.

Adagio.J'rs'

Potr
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Fig. ll Spoh/s Potpourri on Themes from Mozart's Entfuhrung and Figaru for Violin and Piano
in E b major Op.42 (Leipzig: Peters, 1818) is perhaps the first published work by a prominent
composer carrying metronome markings. J. G. Weber, whose Te Deum was published with
metronome markings four years earlier (see above), was considered a minor figure even then.

At the time of the publication of the Potpourri Ap.42 Spohr knew apparently both principal
metronomic systems, for the published score included markings both according to Maelzel and
Weber, as do the scores for several other works published between 1819 and 1823 (cf, Fig.II and
Table II). Yet in four publications of 1818-21 Spolu used only Weber's method, which he may
have considered then the more practical and generally acceptable one. The following note is
found in the tenor part of the Songs Op.44:
The tempos in these songs as well as in several earlier works lOp.a2 and Op.43l are indicated not
only in the traditional manner but also in the manner proposed by Mr Cottfried Weber. One may
wish to read his essay in theAllgemeine musikalische Zeitung [Vol.XV] No.27 of 1813 or his
Attempt at a Systematic Theory of Composition fMainz, I 81 7], p)21 .
lDie Tempi sind bei diesen Gestingen, wie auch schon bei einigenfriihern Werken, neben der bisher
gebrtiuchlichen Weise, auch noch auf die von Herrn Gottfried Weber vorgeschlagene Art bezeichnet
worden. Man lese darilber seinen Aufsatz in der musikalischen Zeitung vorn Jahr 1813 No. 27 oder
dessenTheoriederTonsetzkunstSeite 12l.1(SPoHR,1818,cf. WBsen 1813 and 1817d)
In accordance with Weber's recommendation, the note was accompanied by a scale of six
Rhenish inches fMaasstab von 6 Zoll Rheiniscftl. After 1823 though, Spohr abandoned Weber's
method, probably realising the wider acceptance and increasing precision of Maelzel's machine.
Table II
Spohr's Compositions with Metronome Markings Published
during his Second and Third Periods (to 1834)
work (titles according to WuLFHoRsr

Ap.42: Potpouri on Themes from

1997)

Mozart's

Entfuhrung and Figaro for Violin and Piano
in Eb major

x

1816

l8l7

817

I 81 8

Voices
Nos.

x
x

x

l8l7
l8l8

x
x
Piano x

x

1820
l8l8-19
1820

minor x
Two
x

x
x

1820
1821

l82l

x

l82l'22

1822-23

x
x
x
x

1822
1822
l'823
1823

1824

x
x
x

1824
1825'26
1826

1825
7827

x
x

1824
1827

1827
1828

Five-Part Choirs
Op.58: Three Gearbertet String Quartets
16-18 in Eb major, A minor and G major
Op.63:Overture toJessonda inEb
WoO 53:
Op.65: Double Quartet No. I in D
Op.68: Brillant String Quartet No.4
Quartet No.19) in A major
WoO 54: Der
WoO 6l: Die letzten
Op.69: String Quintet No.3 for Two
Two Violas and Cello in B minor
Op.73: Overture 1o Der Berggeist in D
WoO 56: Pietro von

Nos.

Abano

x
x

minor
Azor

Berggeist
Dinge

markings
Date of
to
composition publication

according
Weber Maelzel

(String

Op.43: Brillant String Quartet No.2
Quartet No.l l) in E major
Op.44: Six Songs for Four Male
Op.45: Three Gearberrer String Quartets
12-14 in C major, E minor and F minor
Op.49: Symphony No.2 in D
WoO 52: Zemire und
Op.5l: Concertant Rondo for Violin and
in G major
Op.52-53: Quintet for Piano, Flute, Clarinet,
Bassoon and Horn or String Quartet in C
Op.54: Mass for Five Solo Voices and
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major

minor
(String
Violins,
minor

x

I

1818

l8l9
1820

l#l

l82l

1822

1824
1825
1825

1827

Op.77: Double Quartet No.2 in Eb major
Op.78: Symphony No.3 in C minor
Op.79: Concertino No. 1 [Violin Concerto No.
15 (12)l in A major
Op.82: Three Gearbeirsl String Quartets Nos.
23-25 nE major, G major and A minor
Op.83: Brillant String QuartetNo.5 (String
Quartet No.26) in E b major
WoO 67: Vater unser for Solo Voices, Choir

x
x
x

1827
1828
r 828

r828
r828

1829

l 830

1829

r

830

1829

r

83l

1829

and Orchestra

WoO 57: Der Alchymist
WoO 45: Violin Method
Op.85: Tluee Psalms for Two Four-Part Choirs
and Solo Voices
Op.87: Double Quartet No.3 in E minor
Op.84: Tlree Gearbeitet StrngQuafiets Nos.
27-29 nD minor, Ab major and B minor
Op.86: Symphony No.4 in F major "The
Consecration of Sounds: Characteristic Tone
Poem in the Form of a Symphony"
Op.9l: String Quintet No.4 for Two Violins,
Two Violas and Cello in A minor

x

I

x
x

I 830-3 r

r

r832

l 833

829-30

183 I

833

x

I

832-33

1

833

x

l83l-32

I

834

1832

l 834

I

833-34

1

834

Spohr adopted metronome markings not because he followed a fashionable trend but rather
because he wanted to prevent perfonners from taking arbitrary tempos.This is evident from the

"Composer's Plea" added to the first edition of the Mass Op.54:
..'I ask the performers to observe strictly the tempos specified by means of Maelzel's metronome
numbers and pendulum lengths according to Gottfried Weber'S method, as well as the indicated
nuances of piano and forte...

fFerner bitte ich, sich an die nach Mcilzel's Metronom und nach Pendellcinge, auf Gottfried
Weber'sche Weise, bezeichneten Tempi, sowie an die vorgeschriebenen Ntianien ,in p. ira
f.
streng zu binden...l (Seonn 1822)
Similarly, in an article inAMZSpohrreminded the performers of the Mass "to...observe strictly
the indicated nuances of piano and forte and the tempos indicated by means of metronome
numbers, because only then [the composition] can have the intended effect" (Srorm. I
Q21 : 820).
For Spohr, metronome markings were not an end in themselves: executing the letter of the
score was merely a prerequisite for realising its spirit. After hearing an excessively fast
performance of the last Allegro of the Finale I of Don Giovanni in Paris in I 820, he made the
following commentl
If one hears a magnificent piece of music lose some of its impact from a bad choice of tempo, one
wishes again that the method of speciffing tempos by means of Maelzel's or Weber's methods (or,
best, both together) would finally become generally accepted. Then, however, the conductors would
need to observe such markings diligently and not insist on following their own feeling, as they do
now.
lllrenn man so einem herrlichen Musikstticke durchfalsches Teipo seinen Effekt schncilern hrirt,
wird von neuem der lYunsch rege, dafi doch endlich die Bezeichnung der Tenpi auf Mcilzelsche
oder lilebersche Weise (oder besser noch auf beide zugleich) allgemein werden mcichte. Freilich
milfiten die Direktoren sich dann auch gewissenhaft danach richten und nicht, wie jetzt, ihrem
eigenen Gefiihle unbedingt folgen w ollen.l (SpoHR I 820 : I 06)
The application of metronome markings divides Spohr's oeuvre into two categories of
compositions. Metronome markings are found primarily in those works which require the
performer to subordinate himself strictly to the composer's intentions: orchestral, choral and

operatic works as well as chamhr works representing the type his contemporaries called
gearbeitet,that is, quartets, quintets and double quartets inspired by the model of Haydn, Mozart
and Beethoven. Spohr used metronome markings less often in works which give more liberties
to the performer, that is, virtuosic chamber compositions, concertos, symphonies concertantes
and songs (exceptions are the Potpoumi Op.42 and the quatuors brillants, which in this respect
follow the aesthetics of the gearbeitet quartets).
Many studies have been devoted to explanations of Beethoven's metronome markings, many
of which seem excessively fast to modern performers. No such general tendency characterises
Spohr's metronome markings. Two unusual markings, those in Op.58/1/i and Op.42, have been
explained plausibly as misprints in Table I. Some of the markings are slower, others faster than
one might expect. The Rondo Op.51, arranged from the third movement of the Sonata Op.l15,
a typical finale in 2/4 with dotted rhythms, is considerably slower than modern performers
usually take it, with the eighth note equalling126. The 6/8 section in the Potpourri Op.42,in
contast, featuring diffrcult sixteenth-note passages for both violin and piano, is to be played at
surprisingly fast speed, 96 to the dotted quarter. But there can be no doubts about the accuracy
of Spohr's metronome markings, and the assumption made occasionally that some were added
by his publishers still requires proof.
Spolu's metronome markings are a valuable source for early nineteenth-century performance
practice (cf. Fig.lil on Page 11). Especially instructive to performers of his violin music are
differences in tempos for movements representing seemingly the same qpe of character. Spohr's
polonaises range from 88 M.M. in the Alla Polacca moderato of the Quartet ap.9}lllllli to 92
M.M. in the Alla polacca of the Quatuor brillant Op.83/iii to 104 M.M. in the Alla Polacca in
the Concertino Op.79liii. The wide spectrum of metronome markings for opening fast
movements in4l4 (Table III) conoborates that it is impossible to reduce Spohr's music to cerlain
'standard types'. Through his playing he apparently highlighted the nuances of his music and
counteracted the impression of monotony and uniformity that critics have found especially in his
late oeuwe. His metronome markings can teach us how to avoid stereotlped interpretations, and
modern-day performers are well advised to emulate Spohr in basing their interpretation on the
spirit or character ofthe composition and in grasping each work in its individuality (Wut ruonsr
1998a-band 1999).

Table III
Metronome Markings in Opening Fast Movements
in 414 in Spohr's Oeuvre
metronome movement
work (cf, Table Il)
markingfor
the quarter

r00
104

Allegro moderato
Allegro

t08

Moderato

108

Allegro
Allegro
Allegro
Allegro vivace

120

t26
138

Op.68

Op.43, Op.52-53

Op.58/II
op.69
Op.45/l
Op.55 (cf. SpoHR [833]), Op.65, Op.l28
Op.77

Current research is only beginning to reveal the impressive scope of Louis Spohr's musical
activities: he worked as a cofnposer, violin virtuoso, chamber musician, concertmaster,
conductor, organiser of music festivals, musical journalist and pedagogue. His role as one of the
first advocates of the metronome among early nineteenth-century musicians and as a pioneer of
10

the modern aesthetics of performance shows in yet another way how deeply he shaped the
musical profile of his age.
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Fig. lll The metronome markings for Rode's Concerto No.7 in Spohr's Violin Method (1833)
represent an important source for early nineteenth-century performance practice. They carry a
great degree of authenticity as Spohr himself heard a performance the composer gave of the
work in Brunswick in July 1803, which left a deep impression on him: "Soon I began to make
strong efforts to adopt Rode's playing style as far as possible by carefully studying all of his
compositions that I had heard him perform at court and in private circles. My attempts w6re very
successful, and until I gradually formed my personal style of playing I remained probably the
most faithful copy of Rode among all young violinists of the time" (Seonn 1968/l: 66).
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